
4.4 For Now 
 
Please join me for one-night only event at my studio next Saturday, April 4th featuring 
choreographer Katie Schetlick and composer Rachel Devorah Trapp. The work is 
called For Now and will center on a movement-based performance developed in relation 
to a derelict jetty jutting out from the back of this building located on the Sunset Park 
waterfront.  
 
Katie Schetlick is an artist with a striking ability to respond to unusual contexts through 
carefully considered movement. A company of dancers/movers will join her on the jetty 
to engage in a highly-structured improvisation lasting approximately 35 minutes. 
Emerging one-by-one, each dancer will create a distinct and functional language for 
moving along the length of the edifice, underscoring the dynamics of the landscape, and 
initiating shifts through physical conversation. 

One dancer described it as "a dog doing his/her dog thing"—finding a determined way of 
"being" within the environment 

The dancers’ eventual system of slowly collecting and moving together as a unity or 
loose mass will tie into ideas presented in my silent animation depicting ghost nets-- 
haunting entanglements of abandoned fishing gear that swirl around the ocean gathering 
girth and momentum. 

Rachel Devorah Trapp will create a sonic environment shaped to correspond with the 
form of the dancers’ movement, inadvertently creating and apt score for the ghost net 
video. Composed of material gathered at the edge of this urban brownfield and its 
surrounding harbor waters, Trapp’s sound installation will reflect her interest in how 
artificial changes in the shoreline affect larger ecostructures. 
 
I could hear both sea and land birds 
 
For Now 
Saturday April 4, 6pm 
13 42nd St Fifth Floor 
Sunset Park, Brooklyn 
Invitation and details attached 
 
 
Katie Schetlick is a dance artist, choreographer, researcher and current lecturer in Dance at University of 
Virginia. Her work focuses on developing deeper kinesthetic conversations between seen bodies 
(performer), seeing bodies (viewer) and the environment.  Along with collaborator Zena Bibler she is co-
founder of the Movement Party, a collaborative platform for investigating physical, environmental, and social 
awareness through dance and Fleet Moves, a site-specific dance festival in Wellfleet, MA. 
 
Rachel Devorah Trapp is an American composer, sound artist, and improvising hornist. Her context-
specific works for performance and installation crystallize in sound the habits of being: the daily patterns of 
ineffable exchange that bind our individual lives together. She is currently a Jefferson Fellow at the 
University of Virginia pursuing a Doctoral degree in composition and computer technologies. 
 
Jennifer Lauren Smith's installations and films frequently stage visual manifestations of sound. She is 
interested in creating spatial encounters in which viewers are urged to create connections between imagined 
sound and its visual metaphor, often presented in the form of a performing body or object. Phaon is her 
studio/project space in Sunset Park. 


